LETT ER TO THE EDITORS

In volume 6, issue 50, of Jornal Brasileiro de Patologia e Medicina Laboratorial (JBPLM), Santos et al. (2014) highlighted the importance of manual cell counting within clinical laboratories\(^1\). However, differential counters, both manual and digital, are known to have always been needy of improvement. The insufficiency of practical methods that ease differential blood cell count stresses the availability of mobile applications (apps) that play the role of leukocyte differential counters\(^2, 3\).

In this context, the high cost-benefit of counters and the need of units in sufficient quantity to accommodate each microscope used for counting are compensated for the wide availability of apps. The lack of counter updates often results in absence or excess of buttons for a certain task\(^3\). On the other hand, apps encompass the possibility of personalization, allowing the setting of a count with the quantity and the type of cell selected by the user. Some of them also have images of the different cell types that are confirmed by the emission of sound or vibration; in such cases, that sound is exclusive for each cell type, what enables a higher degree of reliability.

Typically, in the manual leukocyte count, a total of 100 cells are counted and categorized according to their type\(^4\). At counters, button setting is generally spaced, what demands visual confirmation by the operator and can contribute to operational error. Similarly, inadequacy of some apps to the different sizes of smartphone screens resulted in key layouts unfavorable to counting, making their use difficult. It is important to emphasize that counters do also not have editing features, what makes error correction time-consuming and subject to recounting\(^3\). The undo option appears as a resource for correcting counts in apps, letting users delete the latest errors with no need to restart.

The usual counters do not present a system capable of directly transferring these results to laboratory information systems. They increase the time necessary to generate reports, and thus the possibility of wrong results, with high potential of patient safety impairment. Many apps comprise options for storage and sharing of results in their interface, enabling data transfer and minimizing possible errors.

The flexibility and the facility of the use of apps that can be employed in clinical laboratories extend to the area of education in hematology, which routinely relies on laboratory practices\(^5\). Although they have not been widely adopted by clinical laboratories, leukocyte counters found in apps work similarly as manual and digital differential counters, and can be considered a practical and economic resource in laboratory routine.
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